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1. INTRODUCTION
Leveraging massively parallel computing capabilities of

graphics processing units (GPUs) for general-purpose com-
puting (GPGPU) is widely accepted in various applications
(apps). GPGPU is applicable to various apps such as deep
learning [1, 4, 10, 18], scientific simulations [15, 22], file sys-
tems [25], complex control systems [12,20], autonomous ve-
hicles [8,16], network systems [5,9], web servers [2], key-value
stores [7], and databases [6, 11,13,21].

Deriving substantial performance benefits of GPGPU is
non trivial. We need to elaborate multi-stage pipelines in the
GPGPU apps to overlap data transfers to and from GPUs
and their computation. In addition, we carefully adjust
performance-related factors, such as the size of data chunks,
the data transfer intervals, and the pipeline length, to the
underlying GPU characteristics. These engineering efforts,
almost all of which are app-specific, are not one-shot. Since
GPU’s performance characteristics are sensitively defined by
its generation and internal resources such as the memory size
and core clock, developers have to conduct these efforts to
their apps on all the target type of GPUs. For example,
SSLShader [9] requires a heroic effort to overlap network-
ing, data transfer, and computation to maximize its packet
processing performance.

The accelerator-centric app design [14, 23, 24, 26, 27] is
emerging and promising to mitigate the above engineering
hurdles. The philosophy behind the current accelerator cen-
tric design is of “making GPUs as the same-level computa-
tional unit as CPUs”. The accelerator-centric runtime sys-
tems allow GPU kernels to access host-side resources, such
as disks and networks, via remote procedure call- (RPC-)
based APIs where GPU- and host-side mechanisms interact
with each other. Since the GPU kernels request host re-
sources by themselves on demand, the CPU-side app code is
released from the laborious efforts such as complex pipelin-
ing and asynchronous data copy. For example, GPUfs [24]
and GPUnet [14] provides file and RDMA socket interfaces
to GPU kernels, respectively. GPUpIO [27] achieves I/O-
driven preemption in GPU kernels by instrumenting code
with save and restore procedures.

However, existing accelerator centric approaches still re-
main two big hurdles to fully obtain GPU benefits: effec-
tive GPU utilization and efficient accesses to diverse host

resources. Some runtime systems waste the GPU comput-
ing resources due to the high latency of the host-device in-
teraction. During accessing host resource requested by a
GPGPU app, the GPU code commonly polls the comple-
tion of the host-device RPC and thus any GPU tasks cannot
be executed. For example, GPUfs- and GPUnet-based apps
poll I/O completion to avoid costly GPU kernel launches.
The runtime systems also carry out the host resource ac-
cesses of the GPU kernels in an ad-hoc manner. GPUfs and
GPUnet offer the specific mechanisms to access the target
host resources, namely files and RDMA sockets, respectively.
These are therefore not applicable to other host resources
such as other accelerators and operating systems (OS) ser-
vices. Although GLoop [26] exposes general interfaces to ac-
cess host resources, interaction between the GPU and CPU
is inefficient; GLoop wastes the GPU computing resources
by polling on the completion of the host-device RPC and the
app developers have to carefully tune performance-related
factors described above.

We argue that we can overcome these limitations by em-
bracing a new concept, GPU centric design that pushes
forward the accelerator centric design, “using CPUs as co-
processors of GPUs”. This position paper proposes PullK-
ernels that allows the GPU kernels to utilize various host
resources, including CPUs, memory, and OS services, as co-
processors in an efficient manner. To accelerate GPGPU
apps as much as possible, PullKernels effectively utilizes the
GPU without polling the CPU request completion. Pul-
lKernels also offers general interfaces for accessing host re-
sources and systematically performs efficient communication
between GPU- and host-side mechanisms.

PullKernels, running on the current hardware and technol-
ogy stack, is tackling two key challenges; how do we avoid
wasteful GPU utilization? and how do we achieve efficient
accesses to the host resource without developer’s involve-
ment? To address these issues, PullKernels introduces two
techniques, (1) host latency hiding and (2) adaptive host op-
eration batching. The host latency hiding is a technique to
hide high latency of the host-device interaction in a GPU
centric app. When issuing host-side operations, the PullK-
ernels runtime system retires the current thread block (TB)
and runs other ready TB, instead of polling the completion
of the host operation.
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Figure 1: Overview of PullKernels.

To achieve efficient accesses to host resources without de-
veloper’s involvement, we introduce adaptive host operation
batching. A GPU centric app can request numerous host
operations from many TBs. Furthermore, since the host la-
tency hiding increases the number of the running TBs, more
opportunities for the TBs to issue host resource accesses are
given. As a result, the host-side mechanism receives mul-
tiple requests of the host operations at a time. PullKernels
batches data transfers of these operations to amortize the
cost of each Direct Memory Access (DMA). The size of the
request queue is adaptively adjusted by the speed of GPU
computation and the host-device connection.

2. DESIGN
The design of PullKernels runtime system is based on GLoop [26]

that provides an event-driven programming model to GPGPU
apps. In this model, PullKernels treats host resource requests
as events, and PullKernels-based apps register their own call-
backs of events of interest. PullKernels dispatches a callback
when the corresponding event has completed. PullKernels-
based apps can issue the requests in a non-blocking manner.

Different from GLoop, PullKernels offers host latency hid-
ing and adaptive host operation batching to enhance GPU
centric apps. Fig. 1 shows an overview of PullKernels. The
PullKernels runtime system mainly consists of two mecha-
nisms: Device TB Scheduler and Host Operation Sched-
uler, which run on the GPU and CPU respectively. While
a host resource access from the TB is being processed, the
PullKernels-based app can proceed simultaneously, instead of
polling its completion. The device TB scheduler dispatches
other ready TBs from the host access waiting TBs. The host
operation scheduler, running on the CPU, batches the host
resource requests involving data transfer and automatically
adjusts the batch size.

2.1 Host Latency Hiding
When a TB issues a request of the host resources, the Pul-

lKernels TB scheduler retires this TB and runs another ready
TB instead, based on a practical assumption that GPGPU
apps typically launch tremendous number of TBs at once.
After the host operation completes, PullKernels makes the
requesting TB ready. The host latency hiding inherits an
idea of the latency hiding mechanism implemented in GPU
hardware; when a warp in GPU starts operations with high
latency, the GPU warp scheduler retires this warp and dis-
patches other ready warps. Our mechanism is a software-
level approach to run another ready TB during execution of
high-latency host operations.

1 __device__ void doRead(DeviceLoop* loop,
2 int fd, size_t offset, size_t size){
3 if (offset < size){
4 size_t sizeToRead = min(PAGE_SIZE, size-offset);
5 auto callback =
6 [=](DeviceLoop* loop, uint8_t* buf, int read){
7 // ...
8 memory::release(loop, buf);
9 doRead(loop, fd, offset + PAGE_SIZE * gridDim.x, size);

10 };
11 fs::read(loop, fd, offset, sizeToRead, callback);
12 return;
13 }
14 fs::close(loop, fd, [=](DeviceLoop* loop, int err){ });
15 }

Figure 2: File Read Program on PullKernels.
Fig. 2 shows an example CUDA [17] program where TBs

read a file. The function, doRead, reads a specified file up to
the specified bytes, size. We define a callback function, call-
back, in the C++ lambda style at line 5. This callback pro-
cesses read data and then calls doRead() again (lines 5–10).
The program executes fs::read(..., callback), which requests a
file read from the host and registers the passed callback. Pul-
lKernels executes the associated callback once the requested
read has completed. Since doRead() is called in the callback,
the running callback registers itself again via fs::read() (line
11). At the point of calling a non-blocking API, PullKernels
stores the continuation of the TB as callback. PullKernels de-
vice side scheduler retires this TB until the host operation
completes, running the other TBs by (re)-starting stored
continuation.

2.2 Adaptive Host Operation Batching
GPU centric apps issue numerous requests of the host re-

source accesses, e.g., stream processing. Batching the data
transfer of these requests is a key to amortize the cost of
DMA and effectively utilize the bandwidth of the host-device
connection. The configuration of the batch size is quite
difficult because the best batch size depends on the target
GPGPU app logic, the computing performance of the GPU,
and the bandwidth of the host-device connection.

PullKernels employs adaptive host operation batching to
dynamically find and use an appropriate batch size of the
host operations. This mechanism is inspired from adaptive
batching in IX [3] that targets TCP commutations, not com-
munications between GPU and host resources. PullKernels-
based apps issue host requests whose pace depends on the
speed of the GPU-side code. To adaptively configure the size
of batching and the height of the queue, PullKernels buffers
requests until the current processing batch completes. These
requests are queued in the host side and the host operation
scheduler batches the buffered requests and data transfer.

3. CURRENT STATUS
We are prototyping PullKernels on the GLoop scheduling

framework [26] with CUDA 9.0 on Pascal P100 GPU [19].
We extend GLoop device scheduler to implement host la-
tency hiding mechanism. To effectively perform a DMA
batch, we are tackling a design challenge of how we should
design APIs to make the target data of the DMA continu-
ous on memory. The design of the APIs is a key since DMA
batching fails if the target data is scattered on memory.
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